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Executive Summary 

 

This report summarises the volcanic activity at Soufrière Hills Montserrat for the period 1 May 2011 to 

31 October 2011, including all monitoring and visual observations.  

Activity during the reporting period has been low. Rockfall (RF) and pyroclastic flow (PF) activity has 

remained low and there have been only minor PFs as a result of dome degradation. These are occurring 

at a reduced rate from the previous reporting period. 

Sixteen seismically detectable lahars have occurred in the Belham valley associated with rainfall. 

The SO2 output remains below the eruption average but periods of increased but fluctuating SO2 have 

occurred. Ground deformation continues to show slow inflation. The ‘pause’ in lava extrusion which 

started on 12 February 2010 continues and is now 626 days long, and is as of 1 November 2011 the 

longest such hiatus in activity since the eruption began. Owing to the reduced hazard from the 

stabilisation of the lava dome on 4 October 2011 MVO recommended reducing the Hazard Level from 3 

to 2. 
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1. Volcanic Activity for the period 1 May 2011 to 31 October 2011 

1.1 Narrative 

 

Fig 1.1.1 Seismic, GPS and SO2 monitoring data for the period 1 May 2011 to 31 October 2011. Top: Number of 

seismic events detected and identified on seismic system. Middle: Displacement of cGPS Northing of station MVO1 

radially away from the SHV vent (GAMIT processing). Bottom: Measured daily SO2 flux. 

 

Activity has been very low throughout the reporting period, although sporadic relatively small 

degradation pyroclastic flows (PFs) and rockfalls (RFs) have occurred but at a decreased rate than during 

the first part of Pause 5. The source of these RFs and PFs has been from three different parts the 

remaining lava dome -to the north, west and east.  There have been very few RFs or PFs from other 

areas of the dome, apart from one PF to the southwest in Gingoes Ghaut. There have been three 

periods of 7 days, over the last 6 months where there have been no RFs recorded. Sporadic VT strings 

are the only seismicity of note. 

The cGPS data show a continuing ‘inflationary’ signal, and it is clear that short term fluctuations of a few 

months are not meaningful in terms of the first-order pressurisation cycles, which have to be viewed 

over the long term.  
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Fig 1.1.2 Seismically detected lahars(red lines – daily resolution) in the Belham valley region(MBLY and MBGH) 

from 1 May to 31 October 2011. The blue lines represent rainfall in (mm/hour) from Windy Hill (WXWH) and the 

green lines from St Georges Hill (WXSG) weather station. Both are tipping bucket rain gauges. 

 

There have been sixteen seismically registered lahars in the Belham valley region during the reporting 

period (Figure 1.1.2), five of these are classified as ‘moderate’ in size and 11 events as ‘small’. Lahars 

have been considerably less frequent than the previous wet season (2010) when 40 seismically 

registered lahars were recorded. The observation that rainfall above approximately 10 mm/hour is 

generally associated with lahar activity seems to continue; although there are a number of cases of 

rainfall > 10 mm hour where lahars were not detected (Figure 1.1.2). 

The smaller number of lahars are possibly related to reduced rainfall during the 2011 wet season and 

fewer intense rain storms, but other factors might also be important such as sediment supply which 

could well be reduced compared to 2010. 

1.2 Seismic Activity  

1.2.1 Summary 

Similar to the reporting period for the last MVO activity report (01 November 2010 to 30 April 2011), the 

level of seismic activity recorded at SHV during the reporting period has been low in the context of the 

whole eruption. Figure 1.2.1 shows the daily counts of the different earthquake types for the period 01 

May to 31 October 2011 inclusive. The pattern of total earthquake counts is a superposition of declining 

numbers of rockfall events and sporadic VT earthquakes. Low-frequency seismicity, encompassing long-

period events, hybrid events and long-period rockfalls, has been largely absent. This pattern of 

seismicity is typical of a pause in lava extrusion and remains consistent with the level of activity seen in 

previous pauses. 
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1.2.2 Current levels of seismicity 

The total counts and mean daily event rate for each event type are given in Table 1.2.1. The counts are 

given for both the reporting period and for the whole of Pause 5, from 12 February 2010 onwards. 

Rockfall activity has continued to decline (see Figure 1.2.3), suggesting further stabilisation of the 

current lava dome. 

Although there have been fewer VT strings (see Section 1.2.3) the rate of VT earthquake occurrence has 

remained roughly constant. However, the average daily rate of VTs has been marginally higher for the 

last 6 months than for the average across the whole of the current pause. Figure 1.2.4 shows the 

hypocentres of all VT earthquakes recorded by the MVO network that were able to be located. These 

locations are, as usual, subject to large errors and network biases, but the locations are consistent with 

all recent VT seismicity at SHV, located beneath the dome at depths between 1 and 4 km. 

Low-frequency seismicity has been virtually zero. As noted in the previous report (OFR 11-01), based on 

the criteria given in the SAC12 Technical Report: “Criterion 2. An absence of low frequency seismic 

swarms and tremors associated with the magmatic system”, the current level of seismicity would satisfy 

this end of eruption criterion. The question of whether ongoing VT activity, particularly VT strings, 

should be considered in the end of eruption criteria is perhaps worthy of some discussion. 

Comparing the current event rates in Table 1.2.1 with the rates calculated for previous pauses in Table 

1.2.2, the total mean daily event rate of 2.93 for this pause is consistent with the event rates seen 

during previous pauses, which vary from 1.36 to 17.49. 

Table 1.2.2 also shows that in terms of rockfalls and VTs (the main contributors to the total), the average 

daily rates for both the whole of the current pause, and in particular the last 6 months, are still higher 

than for Pauses 2, 4a and 4b, and are comparable to Pause 3. 

So despite an impression of very low seismic activity over the last 6 months, it is important to note that 

purely in terms of earthquake numbers, the current level is still consistent with, and not significantly 

lower than, previous pauses. 

Event Type 
(a) Pause 5 (since 11-Feb-2010) (b) 01-May-2011 – 31-Oct-2011 

Total Events/Day Total Events/Day 

LP/Rockfall 78 0.12 4 0.02 

Hybrid 83 0.13 3 0.02 

LP 59 0.09 1 0.01 

Rockfall 1144 1.82 166 0.86 

VT 477 0.76 162 0.89 
     

Total 1841 2.93 336 1.84 
 

Table 1.2.1 Total number of events and mean daily event rates for each earthquake type during (a) the whole 

of the current pause and (b) the period covered by this report. 
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Event 
Type 

Pause 1 Pause 2 Pause 3 Pause 4a Pause 4b 

Total 
Events
/Day 

Total 
Events
/Day 

Total 
Events
/Day 

Total 
Events
/Day 

Total 
Events
/Day 

LPRFs 44 0.07 2 0.00 34 0.07 12 0.24 12 0.04 

Hybrid 627 1.00 1696 2.72 393 0.82 15 0.31 2 0.01 

LP 273 0.44 145 0.23 1458 3.02 33 0.67 12 0.04 

RF 6336 10.11 257 0.41 454 0.94 30 0.61 174 0.64 

VT 3689 5.88 256 0.41 432 0.89 40 0.82 172 0.63 
           

Total 10969 17.49 2359 3.78 2797 5.80 130 2.65 372 1.36 
 

Table 1.2.2 Total number of events and mean daily event rates for each earthquake type recorded at SHV 

during pauses in lava extrusion. The dates of the pauses are defined as Pause 1: 10-Mar-1998 to 27-Nov-1999, 

Pause 2: 01-Aug-2003 to 15-Apr-2005, Pause 3: 04-Apr-2007 to 29-Jul-2008, Pause 4a: 14-Oct-2008 to 02-Dec 

2008 and Pause 4b: 04-Jan-2009 to 04-Oct 2009. 
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Figure 1.2.1 Daily counts of the different earthquake types recorded by the MVO network between 01 May and 31 

October 2011. The total count of all event types is shown at the top, followed by individual counts for VT events, 

Rockfalls, Hybrids, LP events and LP/Rockfalls. 
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Figure 1.2.2 Daily counts of the different earthquake types recorded by the MVO network during the current 

pause, i.e. from 12 February 2010 until 31 October 2011. The total count of all event types is shown at the top, 

followed by individual counts for VT events, Rockfalls, Hybrids, LP events and LP/Rockfalls.  VT “strings” are marked 

by the red stars on the VT plot. 
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Figure 1.2.3 Daily counts of rockfall events during the current pause, i.e. from 12 February 2010 until 31 October 

2011. The red line represents a 60-day moving average of the daily event counts. The last 6 months of activity 

during this reporting period continue to show a trend of slowly declining rockfall activity that was noted previously 

in MVO Reports OFR 10-02a and OFR-11-01. 
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Figure 1.2.4 Hypocentres of located VT earthquakes recorded on the MVO seismic network between 01 May 2011 

and 31 October 2011 (153 in total). Error bars indicate the error estimates in hypocentral latitude, longitude and 

depth.  
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1.2.3 VT Strings 

As discussed at some length in previous reports, VT strings, loosely defined as short, intense swarms of 

VT earthquakes, have become a feature of this eruption since late 2007.  

The increase in VT string numbers during late 2010/early 2011 noted in the previous report (OFR 11-01) 

has not continued, with only  5 such events occurring during the last 6 months. These are listed in Table 

1.2.3, and in general show a lower number of VTs per string and a longer string duration compared to 

earlier strings. It should be noted that Table 1.2.3 only lists earthquakes large enough to trigger the 

earthworm event detection algorithm, and more, lower amplitude events were identified from manual 

inspection of the continuous data. Sections of helicorder plots for these events from station MBLY are 

shown in Figure 1.2.5 

 

# 

Date / Time 

(UTC) 

Triggering 

VTs 

Located 

VTs 

Duration of String 

(minutes) 

1 05-May-2011 04:15 9 8 26 

2 09-Jul-2011 15:45 6 6 67 

3 09-Jul-2011 20:50 4 4 35 

4 15-Aug-2011 21:21 4 4 34 

5 22-Oct-2011 17:18 4 4 12 

 

Table 1.2.3 Table listing the VT Strings observed at the SHV during reporting period between 01 May and 31 

October 2011. The table lists the date and onset time of the string, the number of VT events that triggered the 

earthworm event detection algorithm, the number of events that were located, and the approximate duration of 

the string in minutes. 
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Figure 1.2.5 Helicorder plots from station MBLY, showing the five VT strings listed in Table 1.2.3, two of which 

occurred on the same day on 09 July 2011.  None of the strings were followed by subsequent tremor signals. Note 

that the signal at approximately 14:00 LT on 15 Aug 2011 was due to a lahar. 

1.3 Ground Deformation 

Ground deformation measurements made during the reporting period indicate inflation of the volcanic 

edifice that is comparable to other pauses. The latter months of the time series may indicate the onset 

of a trend change in ground deformation, with a decrease in deformation rate, although some 

component of this change may be tectonic. The following focuses on displacements observed since the 

cessation of Phase 5 extrusion (presumptuously referred to as ‘Pause 5’), and comparisons to previous 

eruptive pauses.  

1.3.1 cGPS 

Trends in deformation data recorded during Pause 5 (12 February to present) indicate displacements 

that are typical of eruptive repose. Figure 1.3.1 shows time series data for 9 cGPS sites on Montserrat 

since before Phase 5; all stations have moved away from the volcanic vent since February 2010. A low-

pass filter was applied to the data, shown in Figure 1.3.2, which indicates that outward displacement 

may have slowed slightly at several stations in recent months. While these trend changes are apparent 

on multiple stations, the general trend is one of continuing inflation. To compare displacement trends 

between pauses, Figure 1.3.3 shows the radial displacement of MVO1 (Mongo Hill) cGPS for each of the 
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five major pauses since 1995. A comparable magnitude of radial extension was recorded during all 

pauses. 

Figure 1.3.4 shows velocity vectors estimated from GPS data for periods of no lava extrusion. The 

current trend observed at cGPS stations is one of radial divergence around SHV which is interpreted as 

the response of the volcanic edifice to continuing pressure accumulation underground. More detail and 

a complete set of plots are given in Appendix I. 

1.3.2 eGPS 

Initial indications from episodic GPS (eGPS, campaign GPS) measurements show a less coherent pattern 

of displacement, with some stations apparently conforming to a pattern of inflation comparable with 

cGPS data and some notable exceptions (Figure 1.3.4). Significantly, the displacement recorded at MVO2 

(MVO Helipad, Flemmings) is opposite to nearby cGPS measurements (OLVN and AIRS). This could relate 

to localised land instabilities but has a bearing on the interpretation of EDM data that are measured 

from the same benchmark. The eGPS time series are still rather short (<2 years) and do not span a 

period of lava extrusion for comparison to the surveyed period of repose. Velocity uncertainties are 

greater for eGPS data than for cGPS, as may be expected, given the less frequent sampling (Appendix I). 

However, these initial results are encouraging and demonstrate a useful expansion of the MVO GPS 

monitoring network. 

1.3.2 EDM  

Figure 1.3.5 shows the length change of various EDM-measured baselines around SHV.  The dataset is 

not well populated during the reporting period due, in part, to maintenance of some of the survey and 

reflector sites. Indications of a decrease, or reversal, of flank inflation from EDM time series are present 

but are as yet poorly constrained. Data from the newest baseline (to Upper Farrel’s, EDUF) are too noisy 

at this stage to identify a trend. 
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Figure 1.3.1 Outward radial displacement of Montserrat cGPS stations between 2009 and 2011 (coloured crosses) 

and associated uncertainties (grey bars). The period of Phase 5 extrusion is shaded pink. Radial extension is taken 

as the component of each station’s daily position vector solution that is parallel to a unit vector from the assumed 

vent location (Voight et al., 1999) to the average station position. The unit vector lies in the local geodetic plane 

(i.e. horizontal). A linear trend was removed from each time series and an arbitrary offset applied for graphical 

clarity. The contribution from tectonic displacements has not been corrected. 
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Figure 1.3.2. Radial extension (see Figure 1.3.1 caption) of Montserrat cGPS stations during Pause 5 (since 12 

February 2010), low-pass filtered with a 60-day cut-off period.  

 

 

 

Figure 1.3.3 Radial extension (see Figure 1.3.1) of MVO1 (Mongo Hill) cGPS station for all major periods of no-

extrusion (Pauses 1, 2, 3, 4b and 5 – the current state of repose) since 1995. The bold line shows displacements 

during the pause while the dashed line indicates the deformation recorded during subsequent activity up until the 

next pause. Pause durations are indicated in the legend. The first value of each pause is set as zero. Data were low-

pass filtered using a 30-day cut-off period. 
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Figure 1.3.4 Map of Montserrat showing horizontal displacement velocities estimated for four major eruptive 

pauses (colours indicated in the legend) from cGPS measurements. Velocities estimated at eGPS stations are also 

shown for Pause 5. All velocities are computed relative to St Croix (CRO1) as it is a long-standing international 

reference. 
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Figure 1.3.5 EDM-measured baseline length changes around the SHV. EDM survey benchmark IDs: EDJH, Jackboy 

Hill; EDM2, MVO Helipad, Flemmings; EDBR, Brodrick’s. EDM reflector sites: EDHE, Hermitage; EDLY, Lee’s Yard; 

EDGM, Gage’s Mountain; EDUF, Upper Farrell’s; EDWR, Upper North White River. Periods of volcanic unrest are 

shaded pink. 

1.4 Gas Monitoring 

The daily average SO2 flux so far during Pause 5 is 376 t/d which is higher than ~ 300 t/d, observed 

during the ‘trough periods’ of the long term degassing cycles (see SAC 13 report for explanation).  

Ratios of HCL/SO2 have remained fairly steady in the range of 0.24-0.3, values which are consistent with 

pauses (periods of no magma extrusion). Apart from sporadic daily values above the LTA (516 t/d at 

present), the average SO2 flux was around 350 t/d until October 2010 when there was a general increase 

in the SO2 output that lasted till early January 2011 (525 t/d for 52 days) after which the daily flux values 

returned to ~350 t/d. Once again there was a weak trend of increasing daily flux starting in March 2011 

which peaked in April 2011 then once again decreased till August 2011. Since then the daily flux values 

have been generally higher (382 t/d) but not significantly different to daily values (376 t/d) from May 

until  August Figure 1.4.1. 
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Figure 1.4.1 Graph showing DOAS and HCL/SO2 ratio from March 10 till present. 

Phase 5 activity occurred during a period when the last degassing peak was in the waning stages and 

heading into a trough. No gas data were available for this period. However, the resumption of 

measurements in March 2010 produced flux values consistent with a trough degassing period, hence it 

is considered that the ‘trough’ was already underway or began soon after the resumption of 

measurements. Based on the observed lengths of the previous two troughs, the third trough should 

have ended sometime in late February 2011 or at ~340 days. This seems to be the case in Figure 1.4.2; 

however the daily flux values are lower than those observed during a similar position on the third peak.  

There are two likely reasons for this, the first being shallow trapping of SO2 and the second being the 

present peak, like the first two observed peaks, is less intense than the third peak degassing pulse in the 

2 year cycle.  
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Figure 1.4.2 Graph showing comparison of the two most recent ‘Trough’ (T2 = Trough 2 and T3 = Trough 3) 

degassing periods and subsequent peaks. 

1.4.1. SO2 Cycles 

The main feature of the DOAS SO2 data set is the evident long term systematic variation (Figure 1.4.3). 

Time series analysis on the dataset revealed the presence of two cycles on the order of roughly 5 years 

and 2 years. The presence of the 5 year cycle can be attributed to the formation of a basaltic bubble 

foam layer in the upper regions of the basaltic system due to narrowing of the plumbing system, the 

foam layer grows over time as bubbles are added from beneath and thus collapses when it reaches a 

critical thickness (Jaupart and Vergniolle, 1988; 1989). The two year cycle is attributed to the formation 

and breakdown of a hybrid foam which occurs due to vesiculation of the intruded basalt by the resident 

andesite e.g. (Clynn et al., 1999).  
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Figure 1.4.3 Combined DOAS and COSPEC SO2 dataset raw and filtered, showing the two year cyclic variation with 

short term variations superimposed. 

The argument presented by Christopher et al. (in prep) is that the presence of the 2 year cycle is 

indicative of continued basalt injection and hence an ongoing fuelling of the eruption. Sulphur output at 

some intermediate volcanoes correlate with extrusion e.g. (Hirabayashi et al., 1995, McGee et al., 2010) 

and changes in the SO2 output rate mirror lava extrusion rate.This is not the case for the current 

Soufrière Hills eruption where excess and persistent degassing is evident (Christopher et al. 2010; 

Edmonds et al. 2010) and no systematic correlation of SO2 with extrusion is observed (Christopher et al. 

In prep). 

The mechanism of degassing in the basaltic source of the SO2 (Edmonds et al. 2001) thus holds the 

answers to how SO2 emissions will present at the eruptions end. Using the LTA of the DOAS dataset and 

assuming 1000 ppm of Sulphur in the mafic magma gives a value of ~0.6 km3 of basalt needed to 

produce the sulphur emitted from Jan 2002 until present. This is roughly half the volume of total magma 

extruded to date; hence the bulk of the basalt being degassed is not being erupted. A threshold value of 

50 t/d of SO2 has been used as the end of eruption criteria. However independent calculations yield a 

figure of 143 t/d. These two values would be indistinguishable, given the current resolution of the 

present spectrometer set up.  
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The cyclic nature of the SO2 output produces periods where the low (300 t/d) sustained emission rates 

may falsely suggest a lack of basalt input. It has been however shown by Christopher et al., 2011 that 

300 t/d represents the background leakage during foam accumulation in the lower parts of the andesite 

storage area. The SO2 output during peak degassing periods (> 550 t/d) should leave no doubt of the 

volcano’s status. Hence if there is a halt to the intrusion of basalt into the andesite storage area, and 

given the average length of the degassing trough periods (~ 300 days); this might very tentatively be 

expected to be characterized by the absence of the cyclic activity and sustained SO2 flux values well 

below 300 t/d and sustained for over a year 

1.5 Dome Volume and Morphology 

As there has been no extrusion of lava during the current reporting period the dome has undergone only 

minor changes due to significantly reduced mass wasting processes and PF activity. 

1.5.1 Dome Volume 

There have been only seven observed pyroclastic flows since 1 May 2011. All of these flows have had 

short runout distances of no more than 1 km. As a result, they are likely to have removed a very small 

amount of material from the dome, on the order of 0.1 x 105 m3. The volume of the dome therefore 

remains at approximately 190 x 106 m3, as reported in MVO OFR 11-01 (MVO 2011). 

1.5.2 Dome Morphology 

The general morphology of the dome remains largely the same as described in MVO OFR 11-01 (MVO 

2011). Minor changes have occurred during the reporting period, related to mass wasting processes and 

minor PF activity. 

A rare opportunity to view the eastern flanks of the dome 2006-07 dome from Perches Mtn occurred on 

the 2 June 2011. Observations revealed that there had been very little change since the last observation 

of the east flank of the dome in early April 2011. Figure 1.5.1 shows two photographs of the east side of 

the dome. Some small sections of the main source area for rockfalls appear to be missing, likely 

removed by two small pyroclastic flows on 2 and 5 May 2011. Numerous fractures are also present and 

will likely generate rockfall. There has also been some continued erosion of the talus below the dome 

due to heavy rainfall. In addition, precipitate deposits around the numerous fumaroles are becoming 

more prevalent. No thermal imagery has been collected of the east side of the dome.  

Good observations of the dome were possible during a visit to the EDM reflector in the Upper White 

River on 24 August 2011. The surface of the dome in the southwest sector is very rough with numerous 

small spines and large blocks (Fig. 1.5.2a). There are several large gullies that are the focus of rockfall 

activity and these feed into either Gingoes Ghaut or the White River Valley. The chute that feeds 

Gingoes Ghaut was probably the location of a small flow on 9 June 2011. Despite a moderately wet 

hurricane season, there appears to have been only limited amounts of erosion of the talus and 

pyroclastic deposits in the Upper White River. Thermal images of the SW side of the dome acquired on 

24 August show that the majority of the dome surface is relatively cool, with only a few isolated 
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hotspots corresponding to persistent fumaroles. These are mainly located around the lower edges of the 

lobes and in the summit area (Fig. 1.5.2b).  

 

Figure 1.5.1 Photographs of the east flank of the lava dome taken on 20 April 2011 from the helicopter and 2 June 

2011 from Perches Mtn. Very little change has occurred between the two dates with only small blocks missing 

from the main rockfall source area (arrowed) and some erosion of the talus slope below. Sulphate deposits are 

associated with the fumaroles are present in the talus slope. 

 

Figure 1.5.2 The SW side of the dome viewed from the EDM reflector between the White River and Gingoes Ghaut, 

on 24 August 2011. a) close up photograph of the upper part of the SW flank showing the many small spines and 

blocks. Several of the persistent fumaroles are also visible, as well as the small ash rampart that has been present 

on the summit of the dome since the partial collapse in February 2010. b) Thermal IR image of the dome showing 

the relatively cool surface and scattered fumaroles. Hottest temperatures are approximately 45°C from ~600m. 

Dashed white line marks the contact of the dome with Chance’s Peak. 

Occasional good views of the west flank of the dome and collapse scar have shown that there has been 

little change. A rare pyroclastic flow occurred from the Gages flank on 19 September, removing a small 

amount of material from the area of the overhang adjacent to the summit of Chance’s Peak (Fig. 1.5.2). 

The accumulation of talus in the chutes immediately below the PF source area suggests mostly small 

rock falls have been occurring. In addition, only minor amounts of erosion of the talus and pyroclastic 

deposits below the dome has occurred. Moderate fumarole activity is present on the Gages flank of the 
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dome. Numerous fumaroles are scattered over the upper part of the dome (Fig. 1.5.3). There is a single, 

strong fumarole located in an area known to be a source for rockfalls and small pyroclastic flows from 

the talus slope below the dome (location ‘X’, Fig. 1.5.3). In addition there is a group of 5-6 low 

temperature fumaroles present on Chance’s Peak, just below the summit (Fig. 1.5.3). The vast majority 

of the fumaroles on the Gages Flank are only visible either early in the morning or on overcast or cloudy 

days. 

 

Figure 1.5.3 The west flank of the dome between Gages Mtn and Chance’s Peak. a) photograph (24 August 2011) 

‘X’ marks the location of a persistent fumarole, while the low-temperature fumaroles on Chance’s peak are ringed. 

b) thermal image from St George’s Hill (25 May 2011) showing numerous hotspots (fumaroles), including those on 

Chance’s Peak. Apart from the accumulation of talus below the source area for rockfalls and pyroclastic flows, 

there has been little change on this flank. 

 

The collapse scar remains the most active area of the dome. During the last six months, three small 

pyroclastic flows have occurred inside the scar, originating from the steep face in the southwest corner 

(right-hand side when viewed from MVO). The collapse scar appears to be the primary source for gas 

emissions and fumarole activity inside the scar is very strong. The main gas vent located in the floor of 

the scar continues to be the largest single fumarole anywhere on the dome. The gas vent is located in a 

small, but well defined crater about 10-15 m across and about 1-2 m deep. Several metre-sized blocks 

are clustered around the crater and the whole area is covered with bright yellow and white sulphur 

deposits (Fig. 1.5.4). Except for another smaller fumarole, there are no other warm features on the floor 

of the scar. The colour of the plume is strongly affected by atmospheric conditions, varying from bright 

blue on cloud free, sunny days to brilliant white on more humid and overcast days, and following heavy 

rainfall. 
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Figure 1.5.4 a) Photograph (26 October 2011) of the gas vent in the floor of the collapse scar showing the metre-

scale boulders and extensive sulphur deposits around the crater (circled). b) Thermal IR image (26 October 2011) 

of the area around the gas vent showing it is the only warm feature on the floor of the scar.  

 

 

Figure 1.5.5 a) Photograph of the base of the collapse scar headwall on 26 October 2011 showing the holes and 

cracks that are the location for strong fumarole activity. Note the extensive sulphur deposits. This part of the 

headwall appears to be primarily talus emplaced during early stages of growth of the 2006-07 dome. b) Thermal IR 

imagery of the collapse scar showing the numerous fumaroles in the headwall on 28 September 2011. The circled 

group of hotspots shows the approximate area shown in the photograph in a). The gas vent is the large hotspot in 

the lower right corner. The hotspot labelled ‘X’ is the location of the 424°C temperature measured on 28 

September 2011.  

 

The rear wall of the scar is also a major source of fumarole activity, with many small fumaroles 

emanating from cracks and fissures in the dome. The most active fumaroles in the wall are actually 

located at the base in a section of the dome that appears to be primarily brecciated material or talus 

from early stages of growth of the 2006-07 dome. There are many small holes in the headwall and 

extensive yellow and white sulphur deposits (Fig. 1.5.5). Other fumaroles higher up the wall are issuing 

from cracks and holes in more massive lava (see MVO OFR 2011-01 for details). The majority of 

fumaroles have uncorrected temperatures in the range 70-180°C. However, thermal IR imagery of the 

headwall on 28 September 2011 recorded an uncorrected temperature of 424°C from one of the 
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fumaroles located towards the top of the headwall. This fumarole is one of the persistent features 

present since the collapse and also one of the point sources of incandescence seen from MVO. 

1.5.3 Dome incandescence and fumarole temperatures 

As described in MVO OFR 2011-01, there are several point sources of incandescence that are visible to 

the naked eye on exceptionally clear nights. On 4 September 2011, clear weather conditions permitted a 

long exposure photographs showing many more incandescence points than were visible to the naked 

eye at the time (Fig 1.5.6). Comparison of this image with a previous long-exposure photograph acquired 

11 November 2010 reveals little difference in the number and location of the incandescent features, 

suggesting that these features are very stable. 

 

Figure 1.5.6 Two night-time, long-exposure photographs of the dome taken from the MVO terrace showing a large 

number of incandescent features on the dome. The majority of the features were not visible to the eye at the time 

the photographs were taken. a) 11 November 2010 -8 minute 18 seconds exposure. b) 4 September 2011 - 10 

minute 19 seconds exposure. 

 

The plot in Figure 1.5.7 shows the uncorrected temperatures for four areas of persistent fumaroles in 

the headwall of the 2011 collapse scar between 28 May 2010 and 26 October 2011. All of the 

temperature measurements were made from the MVO terrace (5.7 km from the dome) whenever 

weather conditions permitted, using the Mikron 7515 thermal imager. The thermal images were 

acquired at different times of the day and night and under different atmospheric conditions. The 

temperatures are uncorrected as MVO does not own a license for the software required to correct for 

atmospheric conditions.  

It is clear from the plot that fumarole area F4 records the highest temperatures for the majority of the 

time. This fumarole area corresponds to a prominent point source of incandescence in the headwall of 

the scar. Fumarole area F1 is also a prominent point source for incandescence, though it is not as bright 

as F4. The other areas show only weak incandescence that is most easily seen in long-exposure night-

time photographs (see Fig. 1.5.6).  
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Figure 1.5.7 Plot showing temporal changes in the temperature of four fumarole areas (F1-F4) inside the collapse 

scar as measured from the MVO terrace at a distance of 5.7 km from the dome. Temperatures are not corrected 

for atmospheric conditions. The gaps in the plot indicate periods of more than 7 days when no data was collected. 

Panel at left shows a typical thermal image of the dome from MVO and shows the locations of the four fumarole 

areas as red, orange and white pixels. The blue coloured pixels indicate uncorrected background temperatures of 

21-25°C. 

 

In general, all four fumarole areas follow the same general trends in that when temperatures are high, 

they are high across all four areas. There are some potential correlations between SO2 flux and the 

occurrence of VTs. Figure 1.5.8 shows the average temperature (of the four fumarole areas) plotted 

against the daily SO2 flux and the daily VT counts. There are two periods of interest, labelled ‘X’, ‘Y’ and 

‘Z’. The first, X, marks the start of a period of elevated SO2 flux that followed a large VT string/swarm on 

26 November 2010. A total of 40 VT events were recorded over a period of 110 minutes. High 

temperatures in all four fumarole areas were recorded on 29 November, three days after the VT string, 

with areas F1 and F4 recording temperatures above 50°C. A similar increase in temperature and SO2 flux 

occurred following a smaller swarm of 25 VTs on 23 February 2010, although the increase appears to 

take longer. In late August and early September 2011 (label Z, Fig. 1.5.8), the SO2 flux, although 

somewhat variable, is slightly elevated in comparison to late July and early August. At the same time, 

the average temperature of the four fumarole areas appears to be consistently elevated in comparison 

to previous measurements in late July and mid August 2011. There are no VT strings or swarms during 

this time and VT numbers are less than 5 per day during this period. This suggests there may be a 

correlation between the slightly elevated gas flux and higher temperatures from the fumaroles in the 

scar. 
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Figure 1.5.8 Plots of the average fumarole temperature against daily SO2 flux (upper plot) and daily VT counts 

(lower plot) between 28 May 2010 and 24 October 2011. Labels X, Y and Z refer to possible correlations between 

increases in temperature and SO2 flux and VTs. See text for description. 

 

As stated above, the temperature data presented here is uncorrected for atmospheric conditions at the 

time of image acquisition. Based on the temperatures recorded in images acquired from the helicopter 

at distances of approximately 500 m from the rear of the scar suggest temperatures recorded at MVO 

may be between 100 and 350°C below the actual temperature of the feature in question. Consequently, 

all links between changes in temperature, SO2 flux and VTs should be considered with that in mind, 

though there is evidence to suggest that these links may be real. 
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2. Discussion of activity and comparison with past activity 

2.1 Pause in dome growth 

 

Figure 2.1.1 Seismic, GPS and SO2 monitoring data for the period 1 January 1995 – 30 April 2011. Extrusive phases 

and pauses are shown red and green respectively. Top: Number of seismic events detected and identified on 

seismic system. Middle: GPS data smoothed with 7day running mean filter. red: Radial displacement of station 

MVO1 (GAMIT processing). black: GPS Height of HARR. Bottom: Measured SO2 flux, filtered with 7day running 

median filter. 

 

The current period of repose (at 20 months duration) is now the longest since 1995, and this six month 

period has continued as one of very low activity and no visible extrusion. Occasional degradation 

rockfalls and pyroclastic flows have occurred sporadically throughout the period, although there is 

evidence that these are decreasing in comparison with the earlier part of this ‘pause’. As a consequence 

there has been very little change in the dome morphology or volume. 

Seismically VT strings are one of the few features of interest and the total number of VT strings recorded 

and identified is now 33 since November 2007. Of these, only 10 have been associated with surface 

volcanic activity. None of the 4 strings since 1 May 2011 or the 11 strings reported in OFR 11-01, had any 

subsequent tremor signal or surface activity such as the ash venting seen preceding Phase 4 of extrusion 

in May/July 2008 and Phase 5 in early October 2009.  
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Displacements across the island recorded by cGPS during Pause 5 are similar in both velocity and 

magnitude to those estimated during Pauses 2 and 3 but Pause 4b appears to have produced a distinct 

deformation field (See section 1.3).  

During this pause SO2 fluxes have been low, below the long term average (mean 379 tons per day), but 

steady albeit with some fluctuations. It is debatable whether the long term trends of peaks and troughs 

continue. The trough of SO2 which started around the end of 2009/beginning of 2010 seems to be longer 

than those previously, earlier in the eruption. 

It has been suggested (MVO OFR 2011-01), that temperatures inside the dome may have still been 

approaching magmatic temperatures, after more than one year of no extrusion, just 10 m below the 

surface. These temperatures were derived from a thermodynamic model of dome collapse developed by 

Matthews and Barclay (2004) that only has diffusion of heat in the dome interior. This model has been 

re-run to account for the now 20-month long pause in extrusion. The results yield a surface 

temperatures of 39 °C, at 1 m depth of 102 °C, at 2 m depth of 164 °C, at 5 m depth of 341 °C, and at 10 

m depth of 577 °C (A. Matthews, pers. comm. Oct. 2011). The model, however, does not consider 

fluctuations in gas flux with time. Hicks et al., (2009, 2010) included advection of magmatic gasses into 

their model. Even with the lowest gas flux considered (0.5 x 10-3 kg m-2 s-1), there is still a steady state 

temperature of 500 °C just 2m below the surface (A. Matthews, pers. comm., 2011). Temperatures 

recorded in thermal images of fumaroles in the collapse scar from the helicopter (range of 110-424 °C) 

suggest the hotter temperatures are in the region of those obtained by the magmatic gas diffusion 

model. 

2.2 Dome Stability 

The present lava dome continues to exhibit remarkable and increasing stability. As shown in Table 2.2.1, 

there have only been seven observed pyroclastic flows in the current reporting period. This is a 

significant decrease in events compared to the previous 12 months and suggests that the dome is 

becoming more stable.  

Location 
13 Feb to 

31 Oct 2010 
1 Nov 2010 

to 30 Apr 2011 
1 May to 

30 Oct 2011 
Total 

Tar River Valley 3 7 2 12 

Tuitt's& White's Ghauts 1 0 0 1 

Collapse Scar 6 15 3 24 

Gages Valley & Spring Ghaut 36 10 1 47 

Gingoes Ghaut & White River 8 0 1 9 

Total 54 32 7 93 

 

Table 2.2.1 Location and number of observed pyroclastic flows since 13 February 2010, grouped according to the 

last three 6-monthly Activity reports. 

 

The low numbers of PFs recorded in the past six months reinforces the decreasing trend that has 

occurred since the start of the current pause in activity on 12 February 2010 (Fig. 2.2.1). Remarkably, 

only two pyroclastic flows have occurred during the first five months of the rainy season, despite more 
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than 720 mm of rain between 1 June and 24 October. It is thus clear from this that the dome is 

becoming increasingly more stable as time progresses, and it would appear more resistant to erosion. 

 

Figure 2.2.1 Monthly frequency of observed pyroclastic flows (blue) and non-PF rockfalls (red) detected by the 

MVO seismic network between 12 February 2010 and 24 October 2011. Both datasets show an overall declining 

trend consistent with stabilisation of the lava dome. 

 

Although the dome is becoming increasingly more stable, it is still possible for rockfalls and small PFs to 

occur. The most likely locations for their occurrence are 1) the steep face in the 2006-07 dome at the 

head of the Tar River Valley, 2) the rear wall of the 11 February 2010 collapse scar, and 3) the steep 

slopes in the 2009-10 lobes above Chance’s Peak (which feed PFs into both Gages Valley and Gingoes 

Ghaut). The collapse scar is the most active area of the dome as it contains a considerable number of 

fumaroles as well as several large and very steep slopes. The back wall of the scar in particular is 

especially steep and contains many fractures, some of which form pathways for degassing (see Section 

1.5.2 on Dome Morphology). These are likely to be the main sources for future rockfalls, and, if large 

enough blocks are destabilised, small pyroclastic flows. 

Future stability considerations 

Any resumption of extrusive activity could have an impact on the stability of the present dome and 

could potentially destabilise a large section of the dome that would result in large pyroclastic flows or 

even small scale collapse of the dome. 

At present, there is considerable fumarole activity on the dome in two main areas: 1) at the foot of the 

steep faces in the 2006-07 dome in the Tar River Valley, and 2) inside the 11 February 2011 collapse 

scar. In both of these areas, but in particularly within the collapse scar, there are considerable sulphur 

deposits forming on surfaces surrounding the fumaroles (e.g., Figure 1.5.5). There is also likely to be 

considerable hydrothermal alteration occurring inside the dome, driven by high internal temperatures 

(as suggested by surface fumarole temperatures, Section 1.5.3). Continued hydrothermal alteration may 

significantly weaken the integrity of the dome, potentially resulting in structural failure of part of the 

dome. Platz et al., (2011) identified a young debris avalanche deposit associated with the Sisters Dome 

on Mt Taranki, New Zealand that appears to be associated with a post-eruption dome collapse. 
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According to remnant magnetism, the dome had cooled to below 350°C by the time of the collapse. In 

addition, the interior of the dome was strongly hydrothermally altered. It is likely that it took many years 

or decades for such conditions to exist at Mt Taranaki following the cessation of dome formation. In 

terms of the present situation at Soufrière Hills with significant amounts of gas output, a similar event 

could occur decades after cessation of activity.  

2.3 End of the eruption? 

The three established criteria that have been previously agreed to define the ‘end of the eruption’ are:  

 Seismicity – absence of low frequency seismic swarms and tremors for 1 year 

 Gas – daily SO2 rates below 50 tonnes per day for 1 year 

 Ground deformation – no significant ground deformation for 1 year 

 

Although seismicity is low, SO2 levels are around 379 tonnes per day (on average since 1 May 2011). 

Deformation data show that significant inflation has taken place in the last year. Therefore there is no 

indication that the eruption has ended. 
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3. Hazard and Risk 
 

Despite the considerable size of the remaining lava dome, estimated at 188 x 106 m3, there is over the 

last year or so, evidence that the dome is stabilising somewhat with reduced frequency of rockfalls and 

pyroclastic flows. Nevertheless there is still a large available mass of existing lava dome which has the 

potential to collapse with or without any warning sending pyroclastic flows westwards toward 

Plymouth. It is unlikely that these significantly affect Zone C. For this reason MVO (on 4 October 2011) 

have recommended to NDPRAC that the hazard level can be reduced from 3 to 2. Modifications to Zone 

C were recommended; the top of St Georges Hill will now be in Zone V (not C as previously) owing to the 

proximity to the volcano. The southeastern boundary of Zone C is now coincident with the deep gorge 

that cuts the northern end of Lovers Lane (see Fig 3.1.1 for new boundaries). 

Dependent on emergency communication and administrative procedures the reduction in Hazard Level 

should be implemented in early November 2011. 

At the request of GoM, in October MVO and SAC undertook an interim risk assessment to consider the 

use of the Plymouth jetty region for export of sand mined from the Belham valley.  

 

Figure 3.1.1 The new November 2011 Hazard Level boundaries. Note St Georges Hill is now in Zone V (previously 

Zone C). 

4. MVO Monitoring Networks 

4.1 Seismic Monitoring 

The MVO seismic network has performed adequately, with no significant changes to the network taking 

place during this reporting period.  However, the performance of the monitoring network has not been 

helped by ongoing power problems at MVO and a lightning strike to the MVO communications tower in 

September, leading to resources being stretched. 
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4.1.1 Instrumental changes at stations 

Table 4.1.1 below lists the changes to instruments that have taken place at individual seismic stations 

during the period covered by this report, and specific issues that have been resolved. 

Station Date Details of changes 

MBLY 

Lee’s Yard 

 

01-Jun-2011 

Seismometer T4C67 (with problem of long-period noise on 

Z-component) removed from MBLY site and replaced with 

T4344. 

 

MBWH 

Windy Hill 

 

05-Oct-2011 

Seismometer T36253 (Güralp CMG-3ESPC) replaced by one 

of the new CMG-3ESPC-EAM units. This comprises of 

seismometer T36255, digitiser A2241 and an EAM 2674 in a 

single case. So far, communications and timing issues have 

been resolved. 

MBWW 

WaterWorks 

08-Jul-2011 Damage to seismometer cable/connector - seismometer 

T313 (Güralp CMG-3T 120s period) retrieved. 

 

Table 4.1.1 Details of instrumental changes at individual seismic stations between 01 May and 31 October 2011. 

All instruments with serial numbers beginning T4 are Güralp CMG-40Ts. 

 

4.1.2 Ongoing problems and known issues 

Station MBRV at Rendezvous has continued to suffer significant problems with noise, small data gaps 

and timing errors during this reporting period. The cause of these issues is currently unknown and 

whether this is due to hardware issues and/or telemetry problems is still being investigated. 

Stations MBLG and MBRY at Long Ground and Roches Yard on the Eastern side of the island have had 

continual telemetry problems with “lunchtime” data gaps.  Whether this is due to interference during 

telemetry or at the repeater at Silver Hill is being investigated.  

Several stations have experienced timing problems, notably MBBY, MBFL, MBFR, MBLY and MBWH. This 

is seemingly due to a combination of faulty GPS antenna and/or digitisers, and has been compounded by 

the issues discussed in 4.1.3. Additional GPS antennas are being ordered. 

4.1.3 Lightning strike to MVO 

Following lightning strikes to the MVO communications tower and MBFL site on 17-Sep-2011, minimal 

essential seismic monitoring operations were re-established relatively quickly (hours). However, the 

incident caused major damage to the following items of seismic related hardware: 

 Several Freewave radios for the seismic stations telemetred directly to MVO. 

 Several Lantronix Serial-LAN converters. 
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 Digitiser Güralp CMG-DM24 C498 at the MBFL site. 

 Hardware in the control box for the infrasound array operated by The University of Florence. 

 One of MVO’s two Güralpnew CMG-ESPC-EAM units. 

 Network switches in the Ops Room. 

This has led to considerable stretching of available resources in terms of functioning spare hardware, 

and a list of new and replacement equipment is currently in the process of being prepared and ordered.  

4.1.4 Changes to seismic acquisition system 

Ongoing power issues at MVO during this reporting period, due to the lightning strike, problems with 

the generator and a failure of the main UPS in the server room, led to complete failure of both the 

seismic acquisition and seismic processing servers. 

Both of these have now been replaced by a single new high-end server running both Güralp Scream! and 

earthworm software on separate virtual machines. A second server was also acquired by MVO to act as 

a backup for these critical systems, and is currently hosted offsite at GoM. This was an upgrade that had 

been planned anyway, but which had to be rapidly brought forward due to the problems that arose. 

4.1.5 Future developments 

Short term goals 

 Complete the order of new/replacement equipment and the consignment of equipment to go 
back to Güralp for repair. 

 Plan to reinstall seismic station MBHA at Harris, which was destroyed during the dome collapse 
event on 11 February 2010.  The field site has been prepared and is close to being ready for 
deployment, with the installation planned to occupy the same site as the cGPS. 

 
Longer term plans 

Start making progress on the review of the seismic acquisition system, to look at upgrades to 

instrumentation, telemetry and acquisition software, before the end of the management contract. In 

their proposal to manage MVO, SRC and IPGP suggested that the seismic monitoring system should be 

reviewed before the end of the first five-year contract. MVO, SRC and IPGP have started a 

comprehensive review of the status and performance of the existing seismic monitoring system and will 

also consider any alternatives that might now be available. The recommendations from this review will 

form part of the proposal that will be submitted for the renewal of the MVO management contract. 

4.2 Ground Deformation Monitoring Networks 

4.2.1 cGPS 

MVO added a new cGPS station at Fergus Ridge (FRGR) in July 2011. Continuous telemetry with FRGR 

has not yet been established to allow routine inclusion in data processing, hence the absence of these 

data herein. Data from Spring Estate (SPRI) are routinely downloaded via manual remote access on a 
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weekly schedule. The remaining five MVO cGPS stations are accessed for automated remote downloads 

each day and have generally operated reliably during the reporting period. Maintenance of the 

telemetry system should facilitate automatic downloads from SPRI and FRGR soon. Four additional cGPS 

receivers, operated by CALIPSO, yield data that are publicly available via UNAVCO. The Air Studios (AIRS) 

CALIPSO site suffered major damage and has been offline since mid-August and is awaiting repair. Two 

new MVO cGPS sites are planned for St George’s Hill and Redonda.cGPS hardware and telemetry largely 

escaped damage from the MVO lightning strike (Section 4.1.3) owing to the configuration of network 

telemetry.  

4.2.2 eGPS 

Routine occupation of the eGPS network continues, with each site being surveyed for about a week 

every ~2 months. 

4.2.3 GPS Processing 

Processing of raw GPS data is conducted at MVO using the MIT GAMIT/GLOBK software suite. 

4.2.4 EDM 

Surveying of several single EDM baselines is conducted when access and atmospheric conditions allow. 

Further expansion of the EDM network, to incorporate survey triangles is planned, pending new 

reflector mounts to be made by the SRC workshop. 

4.2.5 Tilt 

Two installations of platform tiltmeters are planned for the Long Ground Clinic building and Hermitage 

estate. M. Ripepe (The University of Firenze) has offered to loan a borehole drilling rig that was used to 

install borehole tiltmeters on Stromboli. The logistics and practicalities of using this equipment on 

Montserrat are being explored. 

4.2.6 Strain 

Strain data are measured at three of the four CALIPSO stations (Air Studios is offline) and are data are 

transferred to MVO. 

4.2.7 InSAR 

Options are being explored for implementing a basic in-house InSAR processing strategy at MVO using 

imagery that is already provided-for under the SRC-IPGP management. 

4.3 Gas Monitoring 

4.3.1 UV network upgrade  

Currently the DOAS network comprises of two S200 spectrometers, one at Lovers Lane (LL) and the 

other at Broderick’s (BR), both are in good working condition and obtaining quality data.  
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Upgrade of the current network to four USB-2000+ spectrometers is still ongoing, with the expected 

arrival, installation and testing of two network spectrometers in late November- early December 2011 

and the other two in early January 2012. The upgrade would see the number of spectrometers double, 

with new instruments deployed at the two sites presently in use and two new sites (Figure 4.3.1). This is 

different to the configuration suggested previously.  The proposed site in the wall street area was 

selected since it was observed that there are times when the plume is due West but neither LL or BR are 

close enough to the plume for optimum data collection. The Garibaldi site was chosen since it is thought 

data could be generated more frequently. Two of the new spectrometers have been present at the MVO 

since July 2011 and have been tested in the three possible modes of operation: traverse, mobile and 

static. 

 

Figure 4.3.1 Map showing locations of present spectrometer sites (Blue triangles) and two new proposed sites 

(Red filled squares). 

 

4.3.2 FTIR 

Collecting ratios of HCL/SO2 via solar spectra is still ongoing although at a reduced frequency for varying 

reasons. Fixed path measurements using the IR lamp and telescope increased with the presence of a 
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volunteer and willing field partner. At present processing of the data is not possible at the MVO due to 

the lack of necessary software, hopefully this would be corrected in the near future.  

4.4 Dome Volume 

No changes to MVO’s capabilities for measuring Dome Volume have occurred in the reporting period. 

The AVTIS3 instrument and stereo photogrammetry remain the methods for data acquisition. 

The AVTIS3 instrument has been based at Windy Hill since June 2011. In general, the instrument was 

performing well, scanning the northern flank of the dome 24/7, and generating about 24 GB of raw data 

per day. It takes about 70 minutes to scan the entire northern flank of the dome, generating up to 22 

separate topographic surfaces per day (e.g. Figure 4.4.1). Tests have shown that the 11 February 2011 

collapse scar can be scanned in about 10-12 minutes, suggesting that it can be scanned up to 6 times per 

hour. Thus it would seem feasible to acquire volume data on an hourly basis after averaging one hour’s 

worth of scans.  

 

Figure 4.4.1 A typical scan/view of the northern flank of the lava dome from the AVTIS3 instrument on Windy Hill. 

This scan takes approximately 70 minutes to complete. Smaller areas, such as the central part of the collapse scar 

(red box), can be scanned in as little as 10 minutes. 

 

Despite the early success with scanning, a number of issues have affected the instrument and software, 

some critical. In late September 2011, a serious issue developed with the gimbal that moves the AVTIS 

radar head. The gimbal stopped responding to commands from the PSCUB (Control PC). As a result, the 

PSCUB was removed from the field and is currently at MVO where the problem, likely due to one of the 

internal relays that control power and communication to the gimbal, is being investigated. At time of 

writing, this has yet to be resolved. 

In addition to the problems with the gimbal, the lightning strike to the MVO communications tower (see 

Section 4.1.3) on 17 September 2011 irreparably damaged the AVTIS WiFi receiver. Thankfully, the 

resulting power surge from the lightning did not reach the PC inside MVO whichis used for storing and 

processing the data from AVTIS. However, as a result of the damaged WiFi receiver, communication with 

the remote PC on Windy Hill is not possible. A replacement is currently being sourced by the University 

of St Andrews. 
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All of these problems mean that AVTIS is currently out of action. 

Following the visit of AVTIS2 in May and June 2011, the scan data is currently being processed by Dr Dav 

MacFarlane at University of St Andrews. Several problems have been encountered that are delaying the 

processing.  

4.5 Remote Cameras 

MVO currently has two remote cameras in operation, one at Harris Lookout and the other on Garibaldi 

Hill.  The camera sites on Fergus Ridge and Jack Boy remain unoccupied at present. 

The Harris Lookout camera is a Harbortronic time-lapse kit acquiring images every 15 minutes. No 

problems have been encountered with the camera over the last 6 months. The camera at Garibaldi Hill is 

a StarDot IP network camera that was installed in early September 2011. A number of power-related 

issues were encountered during the first few weeks that resulted in numerous gaps in acquisition. These 

issues have since been resolved and the camera is functioning well. Images are acquired and transferred 

to MVO every 60 seconds. Unfortunately, due to the bandwidth of the Freewave radios, live streaming 

video is very slow. The Harbortronics Time-lapse kit at Garibaldi Hill has been removed from the site and 

will be deployed to either Windy Hill or a site on the eastern or southern side of the volcano where 

there is no camera present. 

The visual camera mounted on the wall adjacent to the Observation Room was irreparably damaged 

during the lightning strike. This camera provided imagery to both the MVO website and to Webobs, as 

well as a long standing image time series. This camera was to be replaced by the second StarDot 

network camera which was also damaged during the lightning strike. Funds permitting, an additional 

two network cameras may be purchased to expand MVO’s visual observation capabilities. This would be 

deployed to sites S and E of the volcano, neither of which are currently monitored. 

4.6 Thermal Cameras 

The fixed FLIR camera mounted on the roof of the MVO has continued to be an important part of 

monitoring activities. Occasional acquisition gaps have occurred due to power outage related issues 

inside MVO, especially following the lightning strike. The camera itself was not affected by the lightning 

strike and continues to function. The handheld camera continues to be used on observation flights and 

from various vantage points around the volcano whenever weather permits clear observations of the 

dome. Although useful, the camera is rather old and somewhat limited in terms of its specification. A 

range of options for purchasing a new, much more sophisticated handheld thermal imager are being 

investigated. 

4.7 Remotely Sensed Data 

The application for continued use of imagery from the TerrSAR-X satellite (see MVO OFR 11-01) was 

accepted and MVO began acquiring data from the TerraSAR-X satellite in July 2011. The project allows 

for the acquisition of a maximum of 82 scenes over two years assuming there is 6 months of activity 

during that time. Currently, due to conflicts with the TanDEM-X satellites acquisitions, imagery from the 

TerraSAR-X  satellite is only consistently acquired from the ascending orbit, from which the best view of 
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the western flanks of the volcano are gained. No imagery has yet been acquired from the descending 

orbits that image the eastern flanks of the volcano. A solution to this is currently being investigated. 

4.8 Sulphur Dioxide (SO2) Diffusion Tubes 

Ground level SO2 concentrations are measured using diffusion tubes (passive samplers) at ten locations 

on Montserrat; the tubes are supplied by Gradko Environmental who are accredited by the United 

Kingdom Accreditation Service (UKAS). 

Air quality guidelines are formulated to assess the health impacts associated with SO2 concentrations 

and recommendations vary by country. SO2 guidelines tend to be for shorter averaging periods (10 

minutes to 24-hours) and therefore cannot be used when looking at the monitored SO2 diffusion tube 

concentrations on Montserrat. The United States National Ambient Air Quality Standards include an 

annual limit of 30ppb which could be consideredwhen looking at the annual mean monitored 

concentrations. 

The average concentration of the diffusion tubes at each location since the beginning of Pause 5 to the 

end of September (most recent results) are shown in Figure 4.8.1.  

 

Figure 4.8.1 Monitored SO2 concentrations (ppb) Feb 2010 to September 2011. 

 

Figure 4.8.1 shows that so far during Pause 5 the average concentrations have remained relatively stable 

and generally below 60ppbThis corresponds with the low level of volcanic activity during this monitoring 

period. There have been several peaks in data at both the Plymouth (P.H.Q.) and Brodericks (DOAS) 

monitoring sites. Those in June/July 2010, December 2010 - January 2011 and May 2011 correspond 
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with periods of reported gas and ash venting. The peak in concentrations in March/April 2011 do not 

appear to relate to any significant volcanic events.However, there were a series of pyroclastic flows and 

rockfalls that occurred during the exposure period which may have caused a release of sulphur dioxide. 

As expected, monitored concentrations are higher at those locations closer to the volcano and 

downwind of the plume (Plymouth (P.H.Q.) and Brodericks). 

Figure 4.8.2 shows the average monitored concentration for each of the pauses in volcanic activity since 

the beginning of the eruption in 1995. It should be noted that the numberof monitoring periods (tube 

deployments) does vary in each of the pauses due to their different lengths in time. 

 

Figure 4.8.2 Average monitored SO2 concentrations for each of the Pauses in dome extrusion. 

 

Figure 4.8.2 shows that the average monitored SO2 concentrations during Pause 5 have been lower than 

Pauses 2, 3, and 4b but are similar to those in Pause 1. The concentrations for Pause 4a actually cover 

the period Pause 4a and Phase 4b and only include one exposure period.  Therefore they may not be as 

reliable.  

Annual mean concentrations continue to be high in areas that are currently not inhabited therefore it is 

unlikely that there will be no significant impact on human health.  

In September 2011 a further diffusion tube monitoring site was set up in close proximity to the multi-

sensor multi-GAS meter located on Chances Peak.  It is hoped that by monitoring in this location, the 

diffusion tube data can be compared to the SO2 concentrations monitored by the multi-GAS meter. This 

would provide a means of cross calibration for SO2 tube data. 
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4.9 Particulate Matter less than 10µg/m3 (PM10) 

Due their age, TSI are no longer able to maintain the dust track monitors. Therefore since 1st April 2011 

there has been no monitoring of PM10 concentrations. Due to the cost of replacing the dust track 

monitors and after discussions with the CMO Mike Owen, it was decided to discontinue PM10 for the 

foreseeable future.  

5. MVO Operations 

5.1 Staffing 

Mr Dike Rostant left his post as Education and Outreach officer at the end of July 2011. Ms Sonja 

Melander took up her post as Education and Outreach officer in mid September 2011. 

5.2 Education and Outreach 

The roles of the new MVO Education and Outreach Officer include maintenance of the MVO website 

and schools liaison. The public information displays adorning the MVO’s walls have been updated and 

replaced.  

 

MVO and SRC have produced a new coffee table book, ‘Island of Fire’, which is selling in the gift shop 

and already attracting international interest. The content of the book is intended to stimulate interest in 

the volcano, volcanic processes, and the monitoring work of the MVO. 

 

A Science week involving the volcano as well as other natural science topics relevant to Montserrat is 

planned in January 2012. 

5.3 Helicopter 

The contract between MVO and Caribbean Helicopters continues to be an excellent working 

relationship, although a fuel source on Montserrat needs to be established. The current contract 

includes 2 hours per week minimum May to November, 3 hours minimum per week high season Nov - 

April. We now receive dates when the helicopter will come to MVO a month in advance which helps 

enormously with organisation.  

Caribbean Helicopters have specified new conditions associated with the new contract. 

5.4 Volunteers 

The volunteer program remains popular with four different volunteers being at MVO over the reporting 

period. The volunteers, who have worked on a variety of projects have included: 

 

Jon Stone- April & May 2011 – Public perception of hazards 

Isabel Jones - May and June 2011 – Revegetation of volcaniclastic deposits 

Philippa Demonte – June and July 2011 – GIS and VT seismicity 

Emma Nicholson – July to September 2011 – Time series of SO2 and seismic data.  
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Victoria Sword-Daniels  - Oct and Nov 2011 – The consequences of long-term volcanic activity for social 

infrastructure systems. 

5.5 Collaboration 

Brian Jones  (Cambridge University) DOAS upgrade May 2011 

Georgina Sawyer (Cambridge University) DOAS upgrade June 2011 

Dav MacFarlane, Scott Cassidy (University of St Andrews, UK) Geoff Wadge and Cat Hayer (Reading 

University) – AVTIS project May and June  2011 

5.6 External Research Projects with significant MVO involvement 

Henry Odbert attend the COCONET (GPS) meeting in Trinidad in June 2011 

 

Thomas Christopher attended a petrology workshop at Oxford University in October 2011. This was a 

follow on to the workshop held at MVO in early April 2011. 

 

Paul Cole attended the Volcano Observatory Best Practice workshop in Erice, Sicily in September 2011  

 

Paddy Smith attended the VUELCO Kickoff meeting in Bristol in October 2011. 

5.7 Video Conferencing 

MVO now has a dedicated video conferencing facility. This is based in the Peter Francis room but can be 

moved to the Visitor Centre. The Meeting Room video conferencing PC/ interface was damaged by the 

September 2011 lightning strike and is currently off-line, awaiting repairs. 

5.8 WEBOBS 

Development of the WEBOBS system is ongoing, including a new database to track individual pieces of 

equipment from purchase to decommissioning. An issue-tracking interface is in development that will 

provide a systematic means of identifying, troubleshooting and resolving network and system problems. 

An overhaul of MVO’s network and systems status checking process is due. This will be achieved by 

combining system checks into a new installation of the Nagios software and careful development of 

system checking algorithms to suit the requirements of each network. 
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Appendix: Ground Deformation 
Appendix I: Ground Deformation 

AI.1 Displacement Vector Components 

A common difficulty with data from GPS networks is to be able to convey and summarise the content of 

multiple, inter-related 4-dimensional data sets. The data shown in this report have been manipulated to 

show stations’ displacements relative to the volcano. This is achieved by resolving the components of 

displacement that lie parallel and tangential to a radial unit vector (Figure AI.1) in the local geodetic (i.e. 

horizontal) plane. The component that is perpendicular to the geodetic plane (i.e. vertical) is also given. 

Viewing the data in these terms allows for a better appreciation of the first-order (inflation/ deflation) 

deformation taking place at individual stations. It is notable that this approach does not hold any station 

as ‘fixed’ nor does it remove any tectonic signal from the time series.  

 

Figure AI.1 Map of Montserrat indicating the orientation of radial (blue) and clockwise tangential (red) unit vectors 

for GPS sites. (East and North coordinates in WGS84 UTM20N). 
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AI.2 GPS Time Series  

Figures AI.2-4 show the long-term cGPS time series data recorded on Montserrat. The first-order 

deformation signal (deflation and inflation accompanying extrusion and repose, respectively) is clear in 

the radial and vertical components. Stations in the near-field (SPRI, WTYD) show these trends less 

clearly, indicating a greater complexity of the proximal deformation field. Figure AI.3 shows no strong 

first-order signal in the tangential component, as may be expected.  

Data from Hermitage (HERM) were excluded due to highly anomalous trends in the data. Further 

analysis of those data is required to establish whether correction will be possible. 
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Figure AI.2 Radial component of ground displacement at Montserrat cGPS stations around SHV since 1998 (to 31 

October 2011). A linear trend was removed from each series. Periods of lava extrusion are shaded pink. Some parts 

of the time series are incomplete where archive data is still being prepared for processing. Stations are arranged in 

order of radial distance from the SHV vent. Data from Antigua are shown for comparison. Station IDs: SPRI, Spring 

Estate; WTYD, White’s Yard; SSOU, South Soufrière Hills; HARR, Harris Lookout; AIRS, Air Studios; TRNT, Trant’s 

Estate; OLVN, Olveston; MVO1, Mongo Hill; GERD, Gerald’s; ANTG, Antigua. 
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Figure AI.3 Clockwise tangential component of ground displacement at Montserrat cGPS stations around SHV since 

1998 (to 31 October 2011). A linear trend was removed from each series. Ornament as in Figure AI.2. The 2003 

offset at WTYD is due to instrumentation changes and can be ignored. 
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Figure AI.4 Vertical component of ground displacement at Montserrat cGPS stations around SHV since 1998 (to 31 

October 2011). A linear trend was removed from each series. Ornament as in Figure AI.2. 
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Deformation recorded at MVO eGPS benchmarks is summarised in Figure AI.5. Since the data do not 

span a period of lava extrusion, it is not yet possible to assess the relative first-order displacement 

trends.  

Figure AI.6 shows the radial component of displacement recorded at the international reference stations 

that are used to fix the Montserrat GPS solution. These are compared to MVO1 to demonstrate the 

difference in scale of typical variations at these established reference sites. 

 

Figure AI.5 Radial component of ground displacement at Montserrat eGPS stations around SHV since 2010. A 

linear trend was NOT removed. Periods of lava extrusion are shaded pink. Stations are arranged in order of radial 

distance from the SHV vent. Data from Antigua are shown for comparison. Station IDs: NWHT, North White River; 

FERG, Fergus Ridge eGPS; LGRD, Long Ground; LGFM, Long Ground Farm; ROYD, Roache’s Yard; DRYG, Dry Ghaut; 

WNDH, Windy Hill; STGH, St George’s Hill eGPS; BROD Broderick’s; MVO2, MVO Helipad, Flemmings; RDON, 

Redonda; ANTG, Antigua. 
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Figure AI.6 Radial component of ground displacement at international reference cGPS stations, compared to 

MVO1 since 1998 (to 31 October 2011). A linear trend was removed from each series. Periods of lava extrusion are 

shaded pink. Stations are arranged in order of radial distance from the SHV vent. Station IDs: MVO1, Mongo Hill; 

ANTG, Antigua; CRO1, St Croix; BDOS, Barbados; SCUB, Cuba; KOUR, Kourou, French Guyana; BRMU, Bermuda; 

BOGT, Bogota, Columbia; MANA, Managua, Nicaragua. 

AI.3 Comparison of Pause 5 Deformation Trends 

It is possible to directly compare radial component deformation time series between stations and from 

one section of the time series to another. Each of the time series was low-pass filtered to remove some 

of the scatter from the data. A cut-off period of 30 days was chosen and the filter applied to time series 

whose gaps had been interpolated linearly to yield an evenly-spaced data set. Figure AI.7 shows the 

radial component of displacements measured at cGPS stations on Montserrat, demonstrating long-term 

trends (which include any radial component of tectonic displacements). A brief reversal of the radial 

extension trend in May 2010 (labelled ‘A’) is interpreted as a tectonically-derived displacement, since it 

is apparent on other regional stations (see Section AI.4). 

The filtered data suggest that the rate of radial extension may have slowed moderately at some sites 

from about April-May 2011 to present (labelled ‘B’, e.g. WTYD, HARR). These changes in dilation rate are 

still within the uncertainty of the GPS measurements; the time series will need to be extended by a few 

more months before it becomes clear whether this trend changes become significant. If they are, and 

the signal is derived from the volcano, it could be indicative of a decline or cessation of flank inflation 

that may accompany the onset of renewed extrusion or perhaps indicate a halt in pressurisation of the 

volcanic system. To draw the latter conclusion, the significance of the trend change would need to be 

proven with more data. It is worthy of note that these changes are weak or absent at MVO1, GERD and 

TRNT, which usually record first-order inflationary trends very clearly. 
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Figure AI.7 Radial displacement of cGPS stations (IDs labelled to the right) around the SHV vent between 2007 and 

2011, filtered using a 30-day low-pass cut-off period. Time Series were offset to zero on 1st Jan 2007 and no 

detrending has been used. Periods of volcanic unrest are shaded pink. 

The deformation trends observed during pauses can be compared for each station. Processed data are 

currently available for most cGPS stations during Pauses 3 (April 2007 to May 2008); 4a (August-October 

2008); 4b (January 2009 to October 2009) and 5 (February 2010 to present). Since Pause 4b is short, it is 

excluded from this discussion. Pauses 3 and 4b both preceded ‘short’ eruptive Phases. Figure AI.8 

compares the radial extension recorded at 9 cGPS stations on Montserrat since February 2010 with the 

previous two extended pauses. With the exception of SPRI, the stations indicate that recent deformation 

is similar in sense and magnitude to previous pauses. MVO1 and GERD (north island stations) indicate a 

higher rate of dilation during Pause 3 than the latter periods. 

See Main Report Figure 1.3.3 for comparison of all pauses at one station (MVO1). 

Velocity vectors estimated for Pauses 2-5 are shown in Figures AI.9-12 (see also Main Report Figure 

1.3.4). The pattern of displacements of cGPS stations, recorded during Pause 5, are similar in direction 

and magnitude to those calculated for Pauses 2 and 3. Velocities of eGPS stations suggests more 

complex deformation patterns in the volcano’s near-field, as previously indicated by near-field cGPS 

stations. Longer eGPS time series will begin to build a more comprehensive picture of how the proximal 

edifice deforms, as well as more general island-wide trends in deformation.  

A 

B 
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Figure AI.8 Radial extension of Montserrat cGPS stations during Pauses 3 (thick black line), 4a (red) and 5 (blue). 

The duration of each pause is given in the legend. Dashed lines indicate the continued deformation during 

subsequent eruptive phases, until the onset of the next pause. A linear trend was removed from each complete 

time series (prior to extraction of pause segments) and the first value of each pause offset to zero. Data are low-

pass filtered with a 30-day cut-off period. 
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Figure AI.9 Velocity vectors of Montserrat cGPS stations measured during Pause 2 (18 October 2003 to 17 July 

2005). Velocities are calculated relative to St Croix (CRO1). Ellipses at each arrowhead indicate velocity uncertainty. 
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Figure AI.10 Velocity vectors of Montserrat cGPS stations measured during Pause 3 (5 April 2007 to 9 May 2008). 

Velocities are calculated relative to St Croix (CRO1). Ellipses at each arrowhead indicate velocity uncertainty. 
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Figure AI.11 Velocity vectors of Montserrat cGPS stations measured during Pause 4b (5 January 2009 to 3 October 

2009). Velocities are calculated relative to St Croix (CRO1). Ellipses at each arrowhead indicate velocity uncertainty. 
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Figure AI.12 Velocity vectors of Montserrat cGPS and eGPS stations measured during Pause 5 (12 February 2010 to 

1 October 2011). Velocities are calculated relative to St Croix (CRO1). Ellipses at each arrowhead indicate velocity 

uncertainty. The reason for large, NE-SW-trending velocity uncertainties is not yet clear, but appears to relate to 

the choice of reference station. 
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AI.4 Regional Tectonic Events 

When interpreting trend changes in GPS time series data, it is necessary to consider the contribution 

from tectonic events. Table AI.1 lists the major earthquakes in the Lesser Antilles region that occurred 

during Pause 5, for reference. 

Geographic Grid Search   Earthquakes=        14 

 Latitude:   22.000N  -    8.000N,  Longitude:    59.000W  -    71.000W 

Date Range:   2010/02/12   to    2011/10/31 

 Magnitude Range:   5.0  -  10.0 

 
CAT    YEAR  MO DA  ORIG TIME   LAT    LONG  DEP  MAG IEM DTSVNWG DIST 

                                                      NFO          km 

                                                      TF  

 PDE-W  2010  04 18 201639.40  18.14  -68.51  84  5.0 MwRMT   4FM .......       

 PDE-W  2010  05 07 231210.91  16.55  -60.98  34  5.2 MwGS    .FM .......       

 PDE-W  2010  05 16 051610     18.40  -67.07 113  5.8 MwUCMT  5DM ......S       

 PDE-W  2010  07 06 134749.64  10.36  -62.45  49  5.0 MwCAR   .F. .......       

 PDE-W  2010  11 13 043539.47  17.87  -68.54  94  5.4 MwGCMT  5FM .......       

 PDE-W  2010  12 24 234344.86  18.26  -66.14 102  5.0 MwRMT   5FM .......       

 PDE-W  2011  01 21 033716.71  17.23  -63.20 168  5.0 mbGS    3F. .......       

 PDE-W  2011  02 02 124059.23  17.35  -63.47 160  5.2 mbGS    4F. .......       

 PDE-W  2011  02 04 121654.84  11.32  -62.15 149  5.3 mbGS    4F. .......       

 PDE-W  2011  03 16 134233.59  19.03  -67.92  56  5.0 MwRMT   4FM .......       

 PDE-W  2011  04 13 042857.68  18.96  -64.26  31  5.0 MwRMT   3FM .......       

 PDE-Q  2011  08 07 040111.33  13.82  -60.29  41  5.2 MwRMT   4FM .......       

 PDE-Q  2011  09 06 040735.42  21.94  -60.28  10  5.2 mbGS    .F. .......       

 PDE-Q  2011  09 09 101123.97  14.97  -61.29 150  5.0 mbGS    2F. .......       

Table AI.1 Record of large (M≥5) regional earthquakes during Phase 5. Source: USGS/NEIC. 

 

 

 


